A thin layer of phytoplankton observed in the Philippine Sea with a synthetic moored array of autonomous gliders
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1. Introduction

Thin phytoplankton layers were first reported by Strickland [1968]. Since then, persistent layers with substantial horizontal extent have been observed in a variety of ocean environments [e.g., Derenbach et al., 1979; Donaghy et al., 1992; Cowles and Desiderio, 1993; Cowles et al., 1998]. These layers, generally less than a few meters in vertical extent but often extending for kilometers horizontally [Dekshenieks et al., 2001; McManus et al., 2003], have been shown to substantially impact ecosystem dynamics and have significant optical and acoustical consequences [e.g., Donaghy et al., 1992; Zaneveld and Pegau, 1998].

Theory [e.g., Osborn, 1988; Birch et al., 2008], numerical simulations [e.g., Franks, 1995], and in situ studies [e.g., Cowles et al., 1998; Cowles, 2003] indicate that a combination of vertical stratification and the differential lateral movement of water (i.e., vertical shear) are central to the generation and persistence of vertical fine structure in both physical and biological parameters. Investigation of such phenomena requires simultaneous measurement of physical and biological ocean properties at high vertical resolution, and preferably with fine horizontal resolution and for extended periods of time. In coastal waters, recent progress has been made using specialized profiling instrumentation deployed from ships and moorings [e.g., Dekshenieks et al., 2001; Cowles, 2003; McManus et al., 2003]. However, there are few reported observations of thin layers in the open ocean, in part because coastal areas, being more accessible, have been sampled more thoroughly. We report here on the characteristics and evolution of a thin phytoplankton layer many hundreds of kilometers from shore in the western tropical Pacific, observed using a novel approach to mid-ocean data collection.

2. Methods

2.1. Platforms and Sensors

Giders [e.g., Davis et al., 2002; Rudnick et al., 2004] are slow-moving underwater vehicles propelled by changes in their buoyancy. The mobility, high endurance, and relatively slow ascent/descent rate of gliders make them appropriate platforms from which to observe, for example, oceanic features with broad spatial extent but small vertical scale.

The vehicles used in this experiment were constructed by Webb Research Corporation of East Falmouth, Massachusetts. Each has a mass of approximately 50 kg, an overall length of approximately 1.8 m, and is powered by 220 C-size alkaline batteries contained within an aluminum pressure hull. A piston driven by an electric motor is used to...
adjust the glider’s displacement (and hence its buoyancy) through a range of about 460 cm$^3$. Under normal operation, the vehicle travels between the surface and a maximum depth of 200 m in a sawtooth-shaped gliding trajectory with a vertical speed near 20 cm/s, a forward speed of 45 cm/s, and effective survey speed (including time spent drifting at the surface) of about 30 cm/s. At predetermined intervals, typically spanning several hours and multiple ascent-descent cycles, the vehicle surfaces to determine its geographic position via GPS, transmit a subset of collected data via Iridium satellite telephone, and receive new navigational instructions.

[6] During the experiment described here, each glider’s science payload consisted of an unpumped Sea-Bird SBE-41 CTD, a WET Labs ECO-bb2f chlorophyll fluorometer and two-channel backscatter sensor, and a custom WHOI photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) module to measure downwelling irradiance. Outputs from these sensors are recorded in the glider’s internal memory at a rate of approximately 0.5 Hz, or one sample every two seconds. In addition to gathering data from these sensors, at each surfacing a glider intrinsically measures the time- and space-averaged horizontal slab velocity of the water as a by-product of navigational calculations. Glider speed through the water is estimated from the vehicle attitude (pitch and roll) and the rate of change of the measured pressure; the glider dead-reckons underwater by integrating this speed combined with its compass heading. Between one surfacing and the next, a comparison of the dead-reckoned displacement with the GPS-measured distance traveled over ground yields an estimate of the current velocity averaged temporally over the interval between surfacings and vertically over the depth of the dives. In shallow water this measurement is usually sufficient to describe the general characteristics of the background circulation. In deeper water it enables computation of absolute (i.e., unambiguous with respect to a reference layer) geostrophic velocity profiles.

[7] Gliders move slowly, but are capable of operating continuously for weeks or months. The remarkable operational endurance of gliders as compared to many other autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) is the result of a fundamental tradeoff between endurance and speed. The Reynolds number of an AUV may be defined as $Re = \frac{UL}{\nu}$, where $U$ is the speed of the vehicle through the water, $L$ is a characteristic length scale, and $\nu$ is the kinematic viscosity of the water. The Reynolds number of a glider is approximately 10$^6$; that of a faster AUV might be 10$^7$. In this Reynolds number regime, the drag coefficient of streamlined bodies typically varies relatively slowly with the Reynolds number [e.g., Hoerner, 1965]. The propulsive requirements therefore bear a simple relationship to a vehicle’s velocity through the water: the hydrodynamic drag force is approximately proportional to its speed, and the power required to overcome this drag is approximately proportional to its cube. A slow glider with a nominal speed of 0.5 m/s therefore requires less than 1% of the propulsion power needed to move at 2.5 m/s. For a given onboard energy storage capacity and hotel load (i.e., that power utilized for sensors, data telemetry, etc.), reduced speed translates directly to greater range and endurance.

[8] As a consequence of their slow forward speed, gliders often have limited maneuverability and are subject to being swept away by even moderate oceanic flows. In addition, it is often difficult to synoptically observe even a small ocean region using a single glider, as the timescale over which the intended survey volume evolves may be shorter than that required for the glider to occupy it. The latter problem is analogous to shipboard occupation of an ocean-spanning transect in which a month of distributed measurements are interpreted as a synoptic section. Unlike a glider, however, the ship’s higher effective survey speed (typically 4–5 m/s) does enable substantially synoptic measurement of, for example, the mesoscale eddy field (i.e., a baroclinic deformation radius can be occupied within a fraction of an inertial period) whereas a glider’s measurement of the same phenomena may be badly aliased.

2.2. Sampling Strategy

[9] An sampling observational strategy that addresses the intrinsic slowness of glider navigation typically requires simultaneous operation of many vehicles [e.g., Bellingham and Willcox, 1996; Fratantoni and Davis, 2003]. Such a strategy is often necessary to avoid aliasing when gliders are used to obtain spatially distributed measurements (i.e., property mapping) along predetermined or adaptively modified tracklines [e.g., Fiorelli et al., 2004].

[10] Alternatively, gliders can use their limited maneuverability to maintain geographic position and collect time series measurements at a point. This strategy can decrease the relevance of the glider’s speed limitation at the obvious expense of spatial coverage. This latter mission type, which we refer to as a synthetic mooring, was utilized for the Philippine Sea work described herein.

[11] Under normal usage, the endurance of a glider is a few weeks or months, whereas traditional moorings last a year or two. The advantage of synthetic moorings over traditional ones is that they can be deployed quickly and cheaply. Several gliders can be launched at once from a research vessel, leaving the vessel free to complete other tasks or return to port while the gliders position themselves at the nodes of a predetermined array. Though promising, this mode of operation has not been used widely yet. To our knowledge, the five-node synthetic moored array discussed here is the largest yet deployed (larger fleets of gliders following other sampling schemes have been deployed).

[12] The five gliders used in the experiment were positioned in a two-dimensional array in the Philippine Sea from 8 to 17 May, 2004. The central node, at 20°N, 129°E, was surrounded by four others located half a degree away in each of the cardinal directions (Figure 1). The study area, approximately 800 km east of Luzon Strait in the western tropical Pacific, is located in depths of 5000–6000 m well offshore of the Kuroshio, the dominant regional surface current. Upper-ocean currents in the area are dominated by tidal motions and energetic westward-propagating mesoscale eddies. The size of the array, roughly a 100-km square, was chosen to capture the mesoscale variability associated with these eddies.

[13] Each vehicle repetitively profiled from just below the surface to 200 m depth while attempting to hold station at a fixed geographic position. The actual three-dimensional vehicle trajectory often resembled a skewed helix due to...
the glider’s finite turning radius and local ocean currents (Figure 2). The resulting time series measurements at each array node, including CTD/optical profiles every 40 minutes and slab velocity estimates every 2 hours, are interpreted below in the same manner as a physically moored chain of instruments would be.

2.3. Data Processing

[14] Raw time series of temperature, conductivity, pressure, and chlorophyll fluorescence collected on the descending legs of each dive were processed with a three-point median filter to reject obvious outliers. The time series were then converted to quasivertical profiles using the CTD pressure as the independent coordinate, and each profile was indexed by its median time and position. The resulting profiles (approximately 1400 total) were then treated in a manner analogous to shipboard hydrographic data. At an ascent/descent angle of 25° from the horizontal, the distance traveled during one profile is approximately twice the dive depth, or 400 m in this application. The potential position error made during this transformation is equivalent to drift of approximately two ship lengths (200 m) during a 40-minute hydrographic cast.

[15] Salinity was computed from temperature, pressure, and conductivity using standard methods. Factory-supplied
calibrations were applied to the WET Labs ECO-bb2f data to convert raw counts to chlorophyll (mg/m$^3$). In the absence of accurate chlorophyll measurements at this location the prescribed linear scaling is somewhat arbitrary. The following results and conclusions depend only on the spatial and temporal structure of the chlorophyll fluorescence measurements and not on the actual measured chlorophyll concentrations.

3. Currents and Station Holding Performance

During the experiment, an anticyclonic eddy, visible in satellite altimetry (Figure 3) was moving through the study area. The eddy was approximately centered over the array location on 12 May (near the midpoint of the deployment period; Figure 3, middle).

On timescales longer than a day, the flow associated with this feature dominated the 0–200 m average current velocity recorded by the gliders; in the sequence of daily maps of glider locations and average slab velocities (Figure 4), the flow evolves from northward (eddy to the east) to clockwise rotation (eddy coincident with the array) to southward (eddy to the west). GPS fixes (and therefore current velocity estimates) were obtained by each glider at about 2.5-hour intervals; the positions measured during the approximately 10 periods when each glider came to the surface each day are plotted in the corresponding panel, with a different color for every glider. The slab velocity estimates corresponding to these positions are averaged together; the resulting daily mean current velocities for each glider are plotted as black arrows. The 24-hour average suppresses strong velocity fluctuations due to the tide.

Figure 4. Locations of the gliders and inferred upper 200-m slab velocities during the experiment. Each panel represents a 24-hour period; all the surface position fixes obtained during that time interval are plotted as colored circles. The target position of each glider is marked with a black cross. The corresponding 24-hour mean inferred slab velocities are plotted as arrows with bases located at the time average of each glider’s position during the interval. Averaging velocity measurements suppresses tidal variability. The glider originally stationed at the southern node of the array (dark blue circles) was unable to hold station and was reprogrammed on 11 May to circumnavigate the array. The clockwise circulation of an eddy is apparent throughout. Early in the deployment the current over most of the array is northward; by the end, the center of the eddy had reached the western side of the array, and the current was predominantly southward.
At the southern station, the flow associated with the anticyclonic eddy passing through the array combined with that of an intense cyclonic eddy centered a few hundred kilometers to the south (blue feature at the bottom of each panel in Figure 3), creating strong currents that carried the southern glider west and north off station early in the deployment. The estimated 0–200 meter depth-averaged current velocity varied from 30 to 75 cm/sec. Three days into the deployment, it became clear that the vehicle, 30 km downstream from its target, would not readily regain the station, and on 11 May, the southern glider was reprogrammed to fly clockwise around the perimeter of the array.

On timescales shorter than a day, semidiurnal and especially diurnal tidal motions dominated local currents. The dominant feature in the rotary spectrum of slab velocity formed from measurements made by all five gliders (Figure 5) is the peak in the clockwise power near the frequency of the K1 diurnal tidal constituent. Strong clockwise-rotating diurnal tidal velocities were observed at all stations.

Although organized primarily as a demonstration of glider capabilities, this field exercise provides a unique data set for examining biological-physical interactions in the open ocean. With spatially distributed time series of both physical and bio-optical seawater properties, measured with fine vertical resolution, it is possible to follow the movement in space and development over time of thin biological features, and to frame those changes within the physical context of their environment.

Much of the variability observed in the time series (Figure 7) is associated with semidiurnal and diurnal internal tides. Perhaps most obvious in the oscillations in the depth of the deep chlorophyll maximum (bottom row in the figure), the waves are also apparent in the physical properties; the tidal oscillations driving the waves are visible as well (stick plots of slab velocity at the top of the figure). Analyzing the chlorophyll time series using potential density as the vertical coordinate rather than depth (Figure 8) conceals the effect of simple vertical advection by these internal waves on the vertical structure, allowing us to focus on other processes.

With the isopycnal heaving associated with diurnal internal tides removed, other daily cycles in the concentration of chlorophyll are still apparent. The gross structure of the chlorophyll field is constant: a strong persistent deep chlorophyll maximum (DCM) was observed by all five vehicles throughout the deployment at a potential density ($\sigma_t$) of approximately 23.3 kg/m$^3$, corresponding to an expected from a bottom-moored surface mooring in similar (6000 m) water depth (R. Weller, personal communication, 2005) and is adequate for most oceanographic analyses.

4. Results and Discussion

Although organized primarily as a demonstration of glider capabilities, this field exercise provides a unique data set for examining biological-physical interactions in the open ocean. With spatially distributed time series of both physical and bio-optical seawater properties, measured with fine vertical resolution, it is possible to follow the movement in space and development over time of thin biological features, and to frame those changes within the physical context of their environment.

Much of the variability observed in the time series (Figure 7) is associated with semidiurnal and diurnal internal tides. Perhaps most obvious in the oscillations in the depth of the deep chlorophyll maximum (bottom row in the figure), the waves are also apparent in the physical properties; the tidal oscillations driving the waves are visible as well (stick plots of slab velocity at the top of the figure). Analyzing the chlorophyll time series using potential density as the vertical coordinate rather than depth (Figure 8) conceals the effect of simple vertical advection by these internal waves on the vertical structure, allowing us to focus on other processes.

With the isopycnal heaving associated with diurnal internal tides removed, other daily cycles in the concentration of chlorophyll are still apparent. The gross structure of the chlorophyll field is constant: a strong persistent deep chlorophyll maximum (DCM) was observed by all five vehicles throughout the deployment at a potential density ($\sigma_t$) of approximately 23.3 kg/m$^3$, corresponding to an
average depth of approximately 140 m. Near the surface, however, especially at the northern station (Figure 8, top), measured fluorescence is notably lower during the middle of the day than at other times; we attribute this signature to fluorescence quenching, which is known to occur in brightly lit surface waters [e.g., Krause and Weis, 1991; Falkowski and Kolber, 1995]. Deeper in the water column, in the vicinity of the DCM, the diurnal cycle is out of phase with the quenching cycle at the surface: it is retarded by 90 degrees (6 hours), with maximum chlorophyll concentrations occurring near sunset and minimum concentrations at dawn. Zooplankton distributions were not measured, making grazing of phytoplankton difficult to estimate, but we hypothesize that the deep daily cycle in chlorophyll is driven by phytoplankton growth, which causes chlorophyll concentration to increase during daylight hours. This growth is offset by respiration, death, and grazing, which combine to reduce the chlorophyll concentration at night, but are outstripped by growth during the day.

[24] Against the background of the diurnally pulsating but essentially steady DCM, certain features stand out. In particular, a thin region of high chlorophyll concentration is apparent at a potential density near 23 kg/m$^3$ (just above the DCM), at the western station around 11 May (Figure 7, bottom left and Figure 8, left). A few hours later, a similar short-lived feature appeared at the northern station (Figure 8, top). The synchronization of the two events and the fact that both features occur in water of the same density strongly suggest that, though separated by some 75 km, they represent two arms of the same high-chlorophyll layer.

[25] The water forming the high-chlorophyll feature is low in salinity, suggesting that a pocket of fresh water experienced a minibloom, which was then advected horizontally across the array. Harder to pick out in the time series of salinity from the northern station (Figure 9, top), the feature appears clearly near a potential density of 23 kg m$^{-3}$ on 11 May as a fresh layer at the western station (Figure 9, left). The evolution of the feature and the correlation between chlorophyll fluorescence and salinity is clearer in the sequence of individual profiles (Figure 10). At the western station (Figure 10, middle) the feature appears at approximately 19:00 GMT on 10 May, initially 20 m thick, and gradually grows thinner over the course of the following 12 hours forming a thin layer with a thickness

Figure 7. Time series of (top) temperature, salinity, potential density, and (bottom) chlorophyll fluorescence from the (left) western, (center) center, and (right) eastern stations. Slab current velocities are shown as stick plots above each column. Note the switch from northward to southward average currents at the center station when the eddy passed over it midway through the deployment. White areas denote missing data.
of less than 3 m. Example profiles of chlorophyll and salinity taken toward the end of the thinning process, drawn in bold in Figure 10, are expanded in Figure 11 to show detail, together with the profile of potential temperature.

At the northern station (Figure 10, top), the high-chlorophyll feature first appears at approximately 23:00, 4 hours behind the western station. As in the observations from the western station, it begins to grow thinner, slimming from an initial thickness of 25 meters over the course of 3 hours, but then it disappears, presumably advected away from the array node by prevailing currents, having reached a minimum thickness of approximately 12 meters.

At both locations, though more obviously at the western station where the salinity signature is more pronounced, the thinning occurs identically in the profiles of chlorophyll (green) and salinity (blue), indicating that the thinning process, in this case, is driven by physical forcing, as opposed to a biological mechanism such as convergent swimming or spatial variation in growth rate. Therefore in the investigation of the cause of the thinning of the phytoplankton layer, chlorophyll may safely be treated as a conservative tracer (this is not true in the context of the formation of the high-chlorophyll feature in the first place, a question which we sidestep here).

Because the feature was located below the base of the mixed layer where the diffusivity is small, and because the thinning occurred relatively rapidly, we make the further assumption that the effects of diffusion can be neglected. For the purposes of analyzing the thinning of the preexisting feature, then, we have:

\[
\frac{DC}{Dt} = \frac{\partial C}{\partial t} + \mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla C = 0
\]

Here and throughout this section, variables are defined as described in Table 1.

In order for a horizontal layer of chlorophyll to grow thinner without decaying in intensity, the vertical gradient of the chlorophyll concentration must increase. Differentiating the equation (1) with respect to \(z\), we obtain an expression...
for the time rate of change of the vertical gradient of chlorophyll concentration following a material element:

\[
\frac{D}{Dt} \left( \frac{\partial C}{\partial z} \right) = - \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \nabla C - \frac{\partial v}{\partial z} \frac{\partial C}{\partial z} - \frac{\partial u_H}{\partial z} \cdot \nabla H C
\]  

(2)

[30] We have split the right-hand side of equation (2) into two terms. The first involves the vertical strain: the rate of change of the vertical velocity, \( w \), with vertical distance, \( z \); the second involves vertical shear: the rate of change of horizontal velocity with \( z \) (the subscript \( H \) in the velocity vector and the gradient operator stands for “horizontal” – no \( z \) component). These two mechanisms affecting vertical gradients of tracers in a fluid are well known [e.g., Eckart, 1948; Franks, 1995; Birch et al., 2008]: negative vertical strain (vertical convergence) enhances an existing vertical gradient, and vertical shear of a horizontal gradient creates a vertical gradient that increases over time. A layer thinned by the former mechanism, i.e., by the pinching together of isopycnals, would not grow thinner in density space. The thinning observed in Figure 10 (bottom), then, is an indication that vertical strain alone cannot explain the formation of the thin layer; we must consider the influence in equation (2) of the shear term \( - \frac{\partial u_H}{\partial z} \cdot \nabla H C \).

[31] The appearance of the horizontal concentration gradient in this shear term reflects the fact that in the absence of horizontal structure in the concentration of chlorophyll, vertical shear has no influence at all on the chlorophyll field: an infinite uniform layer of phytoplankton parallel to the streamlines of the flow, for example, is unaffected. As flow in the ocean occurs primarily along isopycnals, a tracer whose concentration varies along isopycnals is susceptible to thinning by shear. A thin layer formed in this manner slants across isopycnals. During the course of the thinning process, the potential density at the layer observed at the western station decreased from 23 to 22.9 kg/m\(^3\) (Figure 10, bottom), consistent with a slanted layer being thinned by shear as it is advected past the measurement site.

[32] The influence of such advection has been hidden in the Lagrangian derivative (left-hand side of equations (1) and (2)) in the above description of the evolution of the vertical gradient of a passive tracer. This was done in order to emphasize the mechanisms that cause thin layers to form: pure advection by a uniform flow does not form thin layers –
it only transports them. However, the observations presented here were not made by a platform that follows the fluid making measurements in the vicinity of a particular fluid element, as isolation of those formation mechanisms would have required. Instead, each vehicle attempted to profile repeatedly in the same location, yielding nearly Eulerian time series. Although accurate estimation of the velocity with which the seawater making up the high-chlorophyll layer flowed past the glider station is not possible – vertical current structure was not measured and the array was too coarse to capture the propagation of small-scale features – it is likely that the layer was subject to both vertical shear and a nonzero mean current as it was observed.

Birch et al. [2008] provide a simple model with an analytic solution for a patch of plankton thinned by shear: the initial concentration is a two-dimensional (vertical and one horizontal dimension) Gaussian patch, and the flow is a simple shear. For the purpose of illustrating the combined effect of shear and advection on the evolution of the vertical profile of a patch as measured in a single location, we employ their model, modifying the initial conditions slightly such that the current velocity at the center of the patch is nonzero, and, for simplicity and because we are interested in timescales much smaller than the vertical diffusion time, omitting the effect of diffusion. The flow is a simple shear: the $x$, $y$, and $z$ components of the fluid velocity are $u = \alpha z$, $v = 0$, and $w = 0$. The initial distribution of chlorophyll, arbitrarily normalized such that the maximum concentration is 1, is given by:

$$C(x, z, 0) = \exp\left(-\frac{(x - x_0)^2}{2L_0^2} - \frac{(z - z_0)^2}{2H_0^2}\right)$$

Figure 10. Waterfall plot of chlorophyll fluorescence (green) and salinity (blue) during the formation of a thin phytoplankton layer at the western station. (top) Northern station; (middle) western station; the area between the 22.5 and 23.5 kg/m$^3$ isopycnals is shaded, indicating the domain shown in the bottom; (bottom) the profiles from the western station replotted, with density as the vertical coordinate. Thick lines in the lower two panels mark profiles expanded in Figure 11. The horizontal axes measure time in hours, with profiles, plotted in arbitrary units, centered over the time they were measured. Note the inverse relationship between chlorophyll and salinity in the region of the thin layer.
Profiles of potential temperature (black), salinity (blue), and chlorophyll fluorescence (green) recorded at the western station at 06:30 GMT on 11 May 2004. The chlorophyll and salinity profiles shown in detail here are drawn as bold lines in Figure 10. The range spanned by the horizontal chlorophyll axis (not shown) is 0–0.5 mg/m$^3$.

Figure 11. Profiles of potential temperature (black), salinity (blue), and chlorophyll fluorescence (green) recorded at the western station at 06:30 GMT on 11 May 2004. The chlorophyll and salinity profiles shown in detail here are drawn as bold lines in Figure 10. The range spanned by the horizontal chlorophyll axis (not shown) is 0–0.5 mg/m$^3$.

into water of lower density. The evolution of the profile of chlorophyll at this location in the model is reminiscent of that actually observed by the synthetic mooring at the western station (Figure 13).

[34] The parameter values in the illustrative model were chosen to roughly optimize that similarity in the rates of thinning and density shift, but many other parameter combinations would work equally well. For example, Figure 13 (top) would be unchanged if $L_0$, $x_0$, and $\alpha$ were all changed by the same multiplicative factor. The overall size of the high-chlorophyll layer was much larger than the 100 m horizontal length scale chosen in the model, as it was observed simultaneously at synthetic mooring stations separated by 75 km. This may seem to indicate that increasing the values of the above parameters would result in a more realistic approximation of the actual conditions. However, the relevant length scale is not the overall horizontal extent of the layer, or even the overall extent before shearing, but rather the scale of horizontal structure within the layer. Moreover, we hesitate to hypothesize much stronger vertical shear: the large values of vertical shear that probably contribute to the formation of many thin biological layers in coastal environments are less likely to occur within the open ocean thermocline. The suggestion, in any case, is a patchy layer of enhanced chlorophyll concentration being thinned by shear as it advects through the synthetic moored array.

[35] Direct measurements of vertical shear were not made at the glider stations during the formation of the thin layer. However, by comparing simultaneous density profiles from different nodes of the array, we can estimate the geostrophic shear between them. Midway through the deployment, the temperature sensor on the glider at the center station began to malfunction, and the glider assigned to the southern node was unable to hold station. From the other three stations, however, density differences between approximately orthogonal pairs of points can be calculated for the full deployment. Although scaled in Figure 14 as geostrophic shear, the dominant signal which emerges is that of diurnal internal waves rather than steady, geostrophically balanced shear. The density difference between water at the northern station and that at corresponding depths at the eastern and western stations changes sign periodically, completing one cycle per day, with the cycle on the western side slightly lagging the one on the eastern side. Near the middle of the record, upward phase propagation of the waves can be discerned.

[36] Franks [1995] put forward near-inertial internal wave shear as a likely mechanism for the formation of thin layers. Estimation of the magnitude of the vertical shear associated with the waves we observed is difficult, as their wavelength is not well known, but the horizontal density gradients on ~100 km scales (Figure 14) suggest a lower bound of $10^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. This is the value used in the simple shear model above, and it is typical of vertical shear associated with low-frequency internal waves in the upper open ocean [Garrett et al., 1981].

[37] A second source of shear, aside from low-frequency internal waves, is steady geostrophic flow. We apply a running mean of one inertial period (~35 hours) to the calculated geostrophic shear components (shown in Figure 14), which filters out most of the influence of internal waves, and then combine the two nearly orthogonal components to form an estimate of the total geostrophic shear within the array. From this estimate, we calculate the mean square geostrophic shear profile for the entire deployment (Figure 15). The shear profile has a peak in the same density range as the DCM (the chlorophyll profile in Figure 15 is a full-deployment average in density space from the west, north, and east stations), but the thin layer observed at the western station occurred somewhat shallower, at a potential density near 23 kg m$^{-3}$, where the mean geostrophic shear is smaller.

[38] Forming a shear magnitude estimate from the geostrophic shear components from two different locations (between the east and north stations and between the north and west) as if they applied to the same location is a

Table 1. Variable Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>chlorophyll concentration</td>
<td>arbitrary units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>time</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>zonal spatial coordinate</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y$</td>
<td>meridional spatial coordinate</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>vertical spatial coordinate</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>water velocity</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$</td>
<td>x component of velocity</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>y component of velocity</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>z component of velocity</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>horizontal patch lengthscale</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>vertical shear</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>water density</td>
<td>kg/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(\rho)$</td>
<td>initial value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(H)$</td>
<td>horizontal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
possible source of error, but the location of the maximum shear layer is insensitive to variations in the calculation: it appears at approximately the same density in shear calculated from all 10 pairs that can be formed from the 5 stations. The shape of the shear profile (Figure 15) is fairly robust. Although geostrophically balanced flow may have played a role in the formation of the thin layer, the shear associated with diurnal internal waves was probably larger.

5. Conclusions

[39] 1. The synthetic moored array was shown to provide an efficient means for a single survey ship to rapidly obtain

**Figure 12.** Modeled evolution of a Gaussian plankton patch, at 5-hour intervals from $t = 0$ to 20 hours, under the influence of steady, uniform vertical shear with a magnitude of $10^{-3} \text{s}^{-1}$ [see Birch et al., 2008]. Profiles at the location of a hypothetical mooring are drawn in white. The vertical axes are labeled in density; the uniform vertical stratification is $-10^{-2} \text{kg m}^{-4}$. The initial horizontal and vertical length scales of the patch are $L_0 = 100 \text{m}$ and $H_0 = 10 \text{m}$, respectively. The chlorophyll concentration scale is arbitrary; the sequence of colors is identical to that shown in the color scale of Figure 13.

**Figure 13.** Time evolution of the vertical profile at a single horizontal location of a high-chlorophyll layer. (top) Chlorophyll concentration at $x = 0$ in the simple shear plus advection model; the 5-hour intervals marked with white dotted lines correspond to the snapshots shown in Figure 12. (bottom) Measurements made at the western station of the array. The vertical coordinate is density, eliminating the visual impact of vertical advection; note the variation in the density at the center of the layer.
Figure 14. Simultaneous differences in potential density at corresponding depths between (top) the western and northern stations and (bottom) the northern and eastern stations. The density difference at each depth and time was mapped into density space using the mean density at the two stations at that depth and time. The result was smoothed with a 12-hour running mean. Positive values indicate higher density at the northern station, i.e., southeastward geostrophic shear in the top and northeastward in the bottom. Note the strong diurnal signal, the upward phase propagation near the middle of the record, and the temporal lag between the two cycles.
spatially distributed, vertically dense time series data at low cost and with minimal need for on-site technical support. While the stability of the array was generally adequate, gliders with greater operational depth will be more effective at holding station in tropical regions characterized by strong, surface-intensified currents.

2. Temperature, salinity, and velocity time series from all vehicles exhibit pronounced semidiurnal and especially diurnal fluctuations associated with the internal tide. Maximum isopycnal displacements exceeding 40 m are observed near 150 m depth. Related variability is also evident in the deep chlorophyll maximum near 130–140 m.

3. A cool, fresh, high-chlorophyll layer was observed over a 14-hour period, during which time it gradually thinned from approximately 20 m to a minimum thickness of approximately 2 m. The evolution of this feature, both its thinning and its migration upward across isopycnals, was consistent with the action of shear, most likely associated with diurnal internal waves, combined with advection.

Appendix A

The optical measurements made during the experiment were plagued by intermittent noise (see the profiles of fluorescence in Figure 10). This appendix is an explanation of the source of that noise.

The noise occurred at all stations, and worsened as the deployment progressed. It occurred only at night, and began earlier in the evening at deeper depths than in shallower ones (see, for example, Figure 10, top), suggesting that ambient light was a factor.

Upon recovery of the gliders, many small driftfish, (G. Allen, personal communication, 2008), possibly *Psenes cyanophrys*, approximately 4 cm in length, were found dead in the flooded tail cones (Figure A1). Apparently attracted to the flashing optical sensor, which acted as a beacon in the dark, they continually swam in front of the sensor, seriously

Figure 15. Full-deployment mean square geostrophic shear and chlorophyll concentration as functions of density. Geostrophic shear components were calculated as in Figure 14, but smoothed with a longer, 35-hour running mean to filter out the contribution of internal waves. The solid black line is the mean of this geostrophic shear squared; dotted lines indicate plus and minus one standard deviation. The average chlorophyll profile (green line) was calculated in density space from all the profiles measured at the northern, western, and eastern stations.

Figure A1. Driftfish (possibly *Psenes cyanophrys*) found trapped in the tailcone of a glider. The fish were so abundant in the vicinity of the gliders at night that they interfered with the function of the chlorophyll fluorometers, dominated the optical backscatter signal, and slowed the vehicles down by up to 50%.
degrading the quality of the nighttime fluorescence and optical backscatter data.

[45] The fish had a further impact on the gliders as well: at the same times when optical data was noisy—at night and during the second half of the deployment (Figure A2, top)—the velocity of the gliders through the water was decreased by up to 50% on both ascents and descents, corresponding to roughly a doubling of the vehicle drag coefficient (Figure A2, bottom). The mechanism behind the slowing is not known. The turbulence caused by the movement of the fish may increase the drag experienced by the vehicle, or the fish may physically touch the glider, hitching a ride and so roughening its streamlined surface.
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